
Point of view - Housing association

5 ways this housing 
association runs 
smoother with
drainage for business
Read how a long standing housing association has benefited from 
outsourcing to us over the years.

Hi there,

Thank you for downloading this business drainage point of view.

See how the contracts manager at one of the largest housing associations in 
Kent & Medway has benefited from outsourcing their drainage.

Whatever the nature of your business, however small or large the problem, 
from a one off blocked toilet to an annual contract we are happy to help. 

We would love your repeat business, you will always want to come back to us.

“We can totally rely on Capital, they are a loyal, 
professional , and reliable contractor and are experts 
at anything drainage related.” Contracts manager - Housing 
association

Talk to an expert. Get fixed quotes and a reliable drainage outsource
on 01322 385 533 or email business@capitaldrainage.net



Capital drainage have...

It is essential that our appointment target dates and times are 
achieved. Capital Drainage appreciate the importance of this and 
will liaise with our tenants to arrange appointments often well 
before the target dates set.

The senior drainage guys at Capital are extremely knowledgable, 
they use their experience, technical ability and equipment to solve 
all drainage issues that we put their way.

Mark and Angela liaise on a daily basis with the team here, we can 
always rely on a quick response to any requests or queries.

Consistently achieves performance targets1
Have solved complex drainage issues with ease

Built great rapport with the team

2
3

We often need to refer back on historical jobs completed by 
Capital. They can always offer a comprehensive report on whats 
happened on each individual job.

It is essential that our appointment target dates and times are 
achieved. We can fully rely on Capital Drainage to carry out 
emergency out of hours blockage clearance and to date, they have 
never let us down.

Detailed records of each job completed4
100% attendance on out of hours calls5

“We can totally rely on Capital, they are a loyal, professional , 
and reliable contractor and are experts at anything drainage 
related.” Contracts manager - Housing association

Talk to an expert. Get fixed quotes and a reliable drainage outsource
on 01322 385 533 or email business@capitaldrainage.net

Written by Housing association scontracts manager


